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Abstract 

Background. The endocrine balance between atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) and the renin 圃

angiotensin 司aldosterone system is critical for the maintenance of arterial blood pressure and 

intravascular volume homeostasis. The present study investigated whether a local ， 

cardiomyocyte -restricted imbalance between ANP and aldosterone contributes to adverse 

cardiac remodeling in response to pressure overload. 

Methods and Results. The effect of transverse aortic constriction (TAC)-induced left 

ventricular (L V) pressure overload was examined in mice with selective inactivation (KO) of 

the ANP receptor (guanylyl cyclase (GC)-A) or the downstream cGMP-dependent protein 

kinase I (cGKI) in myocytes. In response to 21-days of TAC ， both strains of KO mice 

developed exacerbated pathologic L V hyper 仕ophy and fibrosis together with contractile 

dysfunction. Blockade of the MR with eplerenone fully prevented these changes. TAC 

induced the expression of profibrotic CTGF and attenuated the expression of SERCA in KOラ

but  not in control ， hearts ラ and these molecular changes were also prevented by eplerenone. In 

HEK 293 cells ラ ANP ラ via GC-A/cGKI ， attenuated the aldosterone-induced nuclear 

translocation of MRs. Even  more ， co-immunoprecipitation and FRET experiments 

demonstrated that a population of MRs is membrane-associated ， in close interaction with GC剛

A and cGK I. And ラ moreover ラ that aldosterone causes a conformational change of this 

membrane MRlGC圃Aprotein complex ， which is prevented by ANP. 

Conclusions. ANP attenuates the aldosterone-induced nuclear MR translocation. Imbalanced 

cardiomyocyte signaling of the ANP/GC-A and aldosterone/MR systems contributes to the 

progression ofhypertrophy to heart failure. 
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Introduction 

Compensated hypertensive left ventricular hypertrophy can progress to adverse remodeling 

and heart failure (HF) with poor prognosis. Little is known about the mechanisms causing this 

transition. Investigations over the past three decades have demonstrated that neurohormones 

play an important role in the complex multiorgan and cellular adaptations in HF. Excessive 

activation of vasoconstricting and pro-proliferative neurohumoral systems such as the 

sympathetic and the renin 圃angiotensin II (Ang II)-aldosterone (RA A) systems has detrimental 

effects. In particular ラcardiac expression and activity of the mineralcorticoid receptor (MR; a 

ligand-dependent transcription 白ctor) is increased in heart failure (HF) (1). MR antagonism 

limits the transition to HF in experimental models of hypertensive or ischemic cardiac 

remodeling and diminishes morbidity and mortality in p剖ients with severe HF (2). Although 

MR is expressed in both cardiac myocytes and fibroblasts ラ myocyte-MR possibly plays the 

m吋orpathophysiological role (3). Hence ， in mice ， genetic myocyte-restricted ablation of the 

MR improves ventricular function and remodeling in ischemic or hypertensive heart failure 

(3ラ4); whereas myocyte 品1R overexpression induces arrhythmias (5) and worsens Ang II同

induced remodeling (6). The mechanisms mediating the deleterious effects of myocyte MR 

activation are largely unc1ear. 

The cardiac hormones atrial (ANP) and B-type natriuretic peptides (BNP) are the main 

endogenous antagonists of the RAA system. They were originally isolated from the heart and 

brain as “natriuretic factors" (7，8). But subsequent research of many scientists demonstrated 

that they exert pleiotropic effects which all together are critical for the maintenance of arterial 

blood pressure and intravascular volume homeostasis. Via their shared cyc1ic G乱1p (cGMP) 四

producing guanylyl cyclase (GC)-A receptor they attenuate juxtaglomerular renin as well as 

adrenal aldosterone release and counteract the vasoconstrictory and antinatriuretic actions of 

Ang II and aldosterone (9). In humans ラ even small decreases in the plasma levels of 
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ANP/BNP are associated with increased blood pressure (10)， emphasizing that the delicate 

balance between NPs and the RAA system is essential for pressure/volume homeostasis. In 

addition ， experimental and clinical studies indicate that ANPIBNP not only exert endocrine 

but also local ， cardioprotective actions. Experimentally ラ cardiac overexpression of GC園Ain 

mice attenuated hypertensive or ischemic heart disease (11). Conversely ， conditional ， 

cardiomyocyte (CM) 圃specific inactivation of the ANPIBNP receptor (CM GC剛AKO mice) 

exacerbated hypertensive cardiac remodeling (12). Similar alterations were observed in mice 

with CM disruption of cGMP-dependent protein kinase (CM cGKI KO mice) ， indicating that 

this kinase is one downstream target mediating the protective actions ofNPs in the heart (13-

15). Based on these and many other observations ， a number of established and investigational 

treatments ofheart failure enhance intracellular cGMP signaling (16). 

Cardiac hypertrophy is accompanied by GC圃Adesensitization (17ラ18) and increased MR 

activity (1， 2). Here we hypothesized that the resulting local ， cardiac imbalance between the 

myocyte activities of the ANP/GC-A and aldosterone 瓜rIR systems contributes to the 

progression from hypertrophy to heart failure. Accordingly ラ the goal of this study was (1) to 

test whether a selective MR antagonist ， eplerenone ， prevents pressure overload 園 induced

adverse cardiac remodeling in mice with myocyte-restricted inactivation of the NP/GC-

A/cGKI signaling pathway; and (2) to dissect the molecular mechanism(s) involved in the 

cardiac balance between the NP/GC-A and aldosterone/MR systems as well as in the 

deleterious consequences of a local imbalance between them. 
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Methods 

Deta i1ed methods are described in the online-only Data Supplement. 

Genetic mouse models 

Mice with cardiomyocyte 圃restricted deletion of either GC幽A(CM GC-A KO) of cGK1 (CM 

cGK1 KO) and their respective control (CTR) littermates (GC 開A仰 ，cG:raflI fl) were generated 

by αMHC-Cre /lox P technology as described previously (12 ，13). All study mice were aged 

2-3 months. KO and respective control (CTR) littermates were compared in all experiments. 

The experiments complied with the Guide for the Care and Use ofLaboratory Animals (NIH 

publication no. 85・23，revised 1996) and were approved by the animal cぽecommittee of the 

University ofWurzburg. 

Animal studies 

Surgical transverse aortic cons 甘iction (TAC ， 21 days) or sham 叩 eration were performed as 

described previously (12，13). Two weeks before TAC ， littermates were randomly assigned to 

regular chow or chow containing the MR antagonist eplerenone (100 mglkg body weight 

(BW) per day). Arterial blood pressure was measured in awake mice by tail cuff (12). 

Echocardiography was performed under light isoflurane anaesthesia before and after 3・weeks

TAC (13). Mice were then sacrificed ， the left ventricles (L V)， lungs and tibias were dissected ， 

and L V samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen (for protein or mRNA extraction) and fixed in 

4 % buffered formaldehyde (伽histology and immunohistochemis 位y)(12，13). 

Histology 

Cardiomyocyte cross 圃sectional areas were determined by immunohistochemistry with 

antibodies directed against pan-cadherin (Sigma) (19). The extent ofmyocardial fibrosis was 

determined on parallel LV sections stained with 0.1 % picrosirius red (13). Connective tissue 

growth factor (CTGF) expression was examined by immunohistochemistry (13). 
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Protein and gene expression 

Western blotting was performed to analyze left ventricular expression levels of SERCA2a 

(antibody from Badrilla ， Leads ， UK) ， phosphorylated and total ERKl/2 and GAPDH 

(antibodies from Cell Signaling). CTGF mRNA expression levels were quantified by real time 

RT-PCR (13). 

Studies in transfecfed HEK 293 cells 

HEK 293 cells stably expressing FLAG 同tagged GC閏A (or mock) were transfected with 

plasmids encoding for enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)-tagged MR and cGKI with 

Fugene (Roche). The cells were maintained in charcoal-stripped (steroid 岨reduced) medium. 

For confocal microscopy or FRET (Fluorescence resonance energy transfer) studies ， 24 h 

af王er transfection the cells were seeded on coverslips ヲ and the incubation experiments with 

aldosterone 土 ANP were performed 24 h later. For immunoprecipitation studies ， 48 h after 

transfection the membrane and cytosolic proteins were extracted and the former were 

incubated with anti-FLAG antibody coupled to agarose beads (M2; Sigma) during 2 hours at 

40C under rotation. Aliquots of the cytosolic and membrane fractions and of the 

immunoprecipitated proteins were subjected to western blotting with antibodies against 

mineralcorticoid receptor (DSHB ラ Iowa ，USA) ， Hsp90 (BD Biosciences) ラ cGKI (Cell 

Signaling) and GC-A (13). 

Statistics 

Results are presented as mean ::!: SEM. Comparisons between 2 groups were performed using 

the unpaired Student t tes t. Group data were compared using 2-way ANOV A (with genotype 

and treatment as categories) followed by the multiple comparison Bonferroni test to evaluate 

differences between groups. 
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Results 

In HEK 293 cells ， ANP inhibits the aldosterone stimulated nuclear translocation of the 

mineralcorticoid receptor 

To investigate whether ANP influences aldosterone 凶stimulated nuclear 仕anslocation of MRs ， 

HEK 293 cells stably expressing GC-A were co仕組sfected with EGFP-tagged 加1R and cGK I. 

The nuclear vs cytoplasmic dis 仕ibution of MRs was analyzed by confocal microscopy. As 

shown in Fi思rre 1， aldosterone (500 pmol !L， 1 h) induced a marked nuclear accumulation of 

MR幽EGFP ，which was significantly inhibited by ANP (10 nmol !L， pretreatment during 30 

min). Based on these observations ， we hypothesized that the ANP/GC-A system ， via 

cGMP/cGKI signaling ， might counterregulate local cardiac deleterious MR幽mediated genomic 

actions of aldosterone in vivo. 

Eplerenone prevented pressure load -induced adverse le自 ventricular remodeling in 

C時'[ GC-A KO and CM cGKI KO mice 

To test directly the role ofthe ANP-aldosterone interaction in regulating the cardiac responses 

to L V pressure overload in vivo ， we subjected separate cohorts of mice with cardiomyocyte 

(CM) ーrestricted deletion of either GC-A (CM GC-A KO mice) or cG阻 (CM cGKI KO mice) 

and respective control (CTR) littermates (GC- .A玖・ cGKf! fl) to TAC for 21 days in the 

presence and absence of the selective MR blocker eplerenone. Eplerenone treatment (100 

mg/kg BW/day) was started 2 weeks before TAC or sham oper 瓜ion. Since the morphological 

and also the functional and molecular responses to TAC were identical in both groups of CTR 

mice ， these results are combined in a11 sections and figures throughout the manuscrip t. 

CMGC 回AKO and CM cGKI KO mice have normal Mendelian inheritance ， grow normally ， 

and have a normal life span (12 ，13). Under resting conditions ， their systemic arterial blood 

pressure as well as cardiac mo叩hology and function are unaltered (Supp l. Table 1). Also ， 

systolic blood pressure levels in CM GC・AKO， CM cGKI KO and con 佐01 (CTR) mice 
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subjected to TAC were similar (110 士2.0 ，108 土2.8 and 109 土2.6 mmHg ， respectively; n=ふ

10 per group) and were not altered by eplerenone (111 士2.0 ，107 土2.0 and 108 土 1.8 mmHg ， 

respectively; n=6 ・10). As shown in Figures 2A-C ， in CTR mice ， TAC induced significant 

increases in L V weight (L VW) ーto -tibia length (TL) ratios and myocyte cross sectional 

ぽeas ，and these mild hypertrophic responses were not influenced by eplerenone 仕切伽len t. In 

C恥1: GC-A KO and CM cGKI KO mice ， TAC provoked exacerbated LV hypertrophy ， as 

shown at the organ (Figure 2A) and cellular level (Figure 2B). Even more ， in both KO strains ， 

TAC also increased the wet lung /TL ratios (Figure 2C) ， suggesting that they developed 

pulmonary congestion ， a consequence of left-sided heart fai1ure. Eplerenone significan t1y 

prevented the development of exacerbated L V hypertrophy and 白lly prevented pulmonary 

congestion in response to 2トdays TAC (Figures 2A聞C).

Picrosirius red stainings of cardiac sections showed pronounced L V interstitial fibrosis in CM 

GC・AKO and CM cGKI KO mice after TAC (Figure 3A) ， which was associated with 

enhanced expression of the profibrotic cytokine connective tissue growth factor (CTGF; 

shown by RT・PCR and confirmed by immunohistochemistry; Figure 3B). In both ， CM GC-A 

KO and CM cGKI KO mice ， eplerenone 白lly prevented pressure-load dependent LV fibrosis 

and induction of CTGF. 

Eplerenone prevented pressure overload 圃induced L V dilatation and dysfunction in CM 

GC-A KO and CM cGKI KO mice 

Echocardiography showed th剖 L V contractility did not differ between genotypes under 

baseline conditions ， before TAC (Figure 4; Supp l. Table 1). TAC did not alter LV geome 句r

and function in CTR mice (Figure 4， left column). However ， CM GC-A KO and CM cGKI 

KO mice developed severe LV dilatation in response to TAC ， with LV enddiastolic and 

endsystolic areas (EDA and ESA) markedly increasing and fractional shortening (FS) 

decreasing (Figure 4). Of note ， eplerenone almost 白lly prevented these mo叩hological and 
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functional alterations. Heart rates in CTR ， CM GC幽AKO or CM cGKI KO mice  were similar 

(574 土 13，578 土6and 589 土 16bpm ， respectively) and were not altered by TAC (562 土 12，

576 土 15，552 士 12 bpm ， respectively) or eplerenone (562 土 11，603 土 6，575 土 8bpm ， 

respectively). 

Eplerenone prevented blunted LV expression of SERC A2a in CM GC・AKO and CM 

cGKI KO mice subjected to TAC 

Based on these morphological and functional data ， we hypothesized that ANP ， via GC圃

A/cGKI signaling in cardiac myocytes ， counterregulates deleterious effects of MR signaling. 

Impaired ANP/GC-A/cGKI signaling in myocytes enhances the actions of aldosterone 

contributing to load 圃dependent adverse cardiac remodeling and dysfunction. We therefore 

examined myocardial SERCA2a expression which has been demons 仕ated by others to 

mediate L V decompensation in response to excessive RAA activation (20). As shown in 

Figure 5 by immunoblot analyses ， L V SERCA2a protein levels were unaltered in CTR mice 

after 3 weeks of TAC ， but were significantly reduced in both groups of KO mice. Notably ， 

this inhibition was significantly prevented by eplerenone trea 加len t. As also shown in Figure 

5， TAC provoked significant increases in LV levels of phosphorylated ERK1/2 ， without 

differences between genotypes and 仕eatment groups. 

Association of plasma membrane GC-A and MR proteins in HEK293 cells 

Lastly ， we investigated whether a GC-A 瓜t1Rcolocalization may partly underlie the functional 

antagonism between the GC四Areceptor and the MR by coimmunoprecipitation (coIP) and 

FRET in transfected HEK 293 cells. For coIP experiments ，恥1R was transiently coexpressed 

in HEK cells together with FLAG-tagged GC-A or mock (21). 百le membrane fraction of 

transfected cells was used to enrich GC困Aby immunoprecipitation with anti 国FLAG (M2) 

antibody. Westem blotting demons 廿ated that a small fraction of MR is indeed localized at the 

cell membrane (Figure 6A， right). Even  more ， membrane MR coimmunoprecipitates with 
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GC-A ， cGKI and h伊90，indicating that these proteins are p町tof a protein complex. MR 

immunoprecipitation was not obtained in cells transfected with MR and empty vector (Figure 

6A， le宜).

Single cell FRET analysis demonstrates that ANP and aldosterone modulate the 

interaction between GC-A and MR in HEK 293 cells 

FRET microscopy can be used as a tool to monitor protein-protein interactions in intact living 

cells. Intriguingly ， co胃expression of GC開A四CFP (18) and 恥1R圃 EGFP resulted in a substantial 

basal FRET (Figure 6B) ， suggesting c10se proximity between both receptors. Even more ， their 

ligands ， ANP and aldosterone ， both induced significant decreases in FRET by 2-3 % within 5-

10 min after hormone stimulation (Figures 6B and C)， indicative of  an agonist 凶induced

reaηangement within the GC聞A品1Rcomplex. Pretreatment with ANP (10 min) prevented the 

responses to subsequent application of aldosterone (Figures 6  B and C). These data 

corroborate the results of the coIP experiments indicating that GC-A and a subpopulation of 

membrane MR interact with each other in a dynamic ， hormone 刊
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Discussion 

Our observations demonstrate that impaired ANP signalling in cardiomyocytes (here 

provoked by myocyte-restricted GC-A or cGKI inactivation) does not alter baseline cardiac 

growth and function ， but provokes dilatative cardiomyopathy and pronounced interstitial 

fibrosis in response to pathological pressure-load (induced by TAC). These morphological 

and functional alterations were associated with enhanced expression of CTGP and diminished 

expression of SERCA2a. Notably ， myocyte hypertrophy was partly ， and cardiac fibrosis as 

well as dysfunction were almost completely prevented by treatment with the selective MR 

blocker eplerenone. MR antagonism also prevented the pressure 回load induced increases in left 

ventricular CTGP expression and decreases of SERCA2a ， which may have contributed to the 

improvement in remodeling and L V contractile function. Together ラthese results indicate that 

the delicate local ， cardiac myocyte balance between ANP/GC-A/cGKI and MR signaling is 

crucial to prevent adverse cardiac remodeling and failure in response to chronically increased 

a立er1oad.

The cardiac antagonistic roles of ANP and aldosterone were suggested by previous studies in 

mice with global ， systemic inactivation of ANP or GC-A (22 ラ23). However ， these studies 

have the limitation that systemic arterial hypertension ， increased sympathetic tone and 

systemic RAA activity together with vascular abnormalities markedly impact the cardiac 

responses of ANP- 1-and GC-A 阻ん mice to pressure ove r1oad. Another limitation is that these 

studies did not explore the specific cardiac cell types through which ANP antagonizes the 

pathologic responses to aldosterone. Hence ， one strength of our studies in mice with CM-

restricted inactivation of GC-A or cGKI is that they allowed us to address the c1inically 

relevant question of a functional interaction of the GC-A and mineralcorticoid receptors 

specifically in cardiac myocytes. 
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MR binds aldosterone and glucocorticoids with similar affinity (24). The MR selectivity for 

aldosterone is achieved by the coexpression of 11 s圃hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (11s 閏

HSD2) ， which inactivates glucocorticoids (25). The activity of this enzyme is very low in 

myocytes and ラmoreover ，circulating concentrations of glucocorticoids are much higher than 

those of aldosterone (25 ，26). Thus ラ the beneficial effects of MR antagonists in our 

experimental as well as in published clinical studies may result from blockade of 

glucocorticoids binding to myocyte MR. However ラarecent study in mice dissected specific 

gene targets of aldosterone in cardiomyocytes ， demonstrating that myocyte CTGP is directly 

and specifically induced by aldosterone via the お1R，and not by corticosterone (27). As shown 

in the present study ， both CM GC-A KO and CM cGK1 KO hearts responded to pressure load 

with marked induction of CTGP ， which was totally prevented by eplerenone. Together ， these 

results indicate that ANP counterregulates the myocyte effects of aldosterone. An imbalance 

between these systems ， favouring aldosterone 品1R signaling ， enhances myocyte expression 

and release of the fibrogenic stimulus CTGP and thereby promotes cardiac interstitial fibrosis 

during pressure load. 

Remarkably ラ eplerenone treatment also completely prevented L V dilatation and contractile 

dysfunction in CM GC回AKO and CM cGK1 KO mice ， again indicating involvement of MR 

signaling in these pathological responses. Conversely ， mice deficient in myocyte MR are 

protected from cardiac dilatation and failure a抗erTAC (3). These and other published results 

demonstrate that enhanced 恥1R activity in myocytes leads to 白nctional deterioration ラ

although the mechanisms remain unclear. The myocyte-mediated profibrotic ラCTGιmediated

actions of MR signaling might be involved ， since myocardial fibrosis can result in excessive 

muscle fiber entrapment ， myocyte atrophy and/or abnormal diastolic and systolic stiffness of 

the myocardium ， each of which is sufficient for the development and progression of L V 

dysfunction (28). 1n addition ， our study suggests that 恥1R activation during pressure load 

impairs the expression of the SR calcium-regulatory protein SERCA2a. Although SERCA 
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was not among the genes shown to be specifically regulated by aldosterone in cardiomyocytes 

(27) ラother studies showed that impaired myocardial SERCA2a protein expression contributes 

to L V decompensation in response to excessive RAA activation (20). Ultimately ， the exact 

link between MR activation and diminished SERCA2a expression remains unclea r. 

Non-genomic signaling pathways of the MRヲ such as the transactivation of the epidermal 

growth factor receptor (EGFR) and phosphorylation/activation of the MAPK ERK1/2 (29) ， 

have also been implicated in the transition to heart failure (30). Although we observed 

increased LV levels of phosphorylated ERK1/2 in mice subjected to TAC ， this response was 

not different between control and knockout mice ， and was not modulated by eplerenone. In 

agreement with these results ， mice with myocyt かrestricted MR inactivation did not exhibit 

diminished ラ but even increased cardiac pERK1/2 levels a立er TAC (3). Together with our 

CTGF data ラ these results suggest that enhanced activation of classical (genomic) MR 

signaling pathways mainly contributes to adverse remodeling in the CM GC-A/cGKI KO 

mice with TAC. This hypothesis is corroborated by the observation that ANP ， via GC-A ， 

significantly inhibited the aldosterone-stimulated nuclear translocation of the MR in a 

heterologous expression system ラ in HEK 293 cells. Corroborating our study ， ANP ラ VIa

cGMP/cGKI signaling ， atienuated aldosterone-induced MR nuclear import and subsequent 

changes of ion transport in colonic epithelial cells (31). Interestingly ， cGMP inhibits nuclear 

translocation of another steroid receptor ， the vitamin D receptor (VDR) ， in fibroblasts by 

altering the interaction of VDR with the cytoskeletal protein tubulin (32). Since cGKI can 

phosphorylate tubulin and microtubule 園associated proteins ， it was postulated that cGMP 

prevents activated VDR dissociation from tubulin (32). Thus ， it is possible that ANP ， via 

cGMP/cGKI ， inhibits MR nuclear translocation by altering the interaction ofthe MR with the 

cytoskeletal protein transport system. 
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Both ， the GC-A receptor and the MR， have been shown to be associated with the chaperone 

h伊90 (33 ，34). Even more ， a small population of MR is cell membrane 胴associated ，possibly 

within cholesterol-rich domains (29 ，35). This population detaches from the membrane in 

response to aldosterone (29) ， and might therefore contribute to the genomic actions of the 

hormone. A  s叩ubpopu 叫l1 a剖tion of GC-A r問ec∞ep戸tors is also localized i加ncaveola 侃emi比Cαr吋 oma必ins1おs 

(σ36の). Therefore we postulated that the functional antagonism between GC・Aand MR might 

be mediated in p町tby a direct interaction between both proteins. Indeed ， co・

immunoprecipitation and FRET experiments demonstrated that GC圃A，MR， cGKI and h伊90

are within a macromolecular complex at the cell membrane of HEK 293 cells. Intriguingly ， 

ANP binding to GC-A or aldosterone binding to the MR both caused a conformational change 

of由e1偲IGC 圃Acomplex (as shown by FRET). Even more ， the effect of aldosterone was 

prevented by ANP pre 仕eatmen t. Together ， these data suggest the existence of a signaling 

microdomain at the cells membrane which harbours a subpopulation of GC-A receptors and 

MRs.百lI sinteraction might contribute to the moderation of the genomic actions of 

aldosterone by ANP. 

Perspectives. In heart failure 仔IF) patients ， plasma levels of aldosterone ， BNP and (less) 

ANP are elevated ， correlating with the severity of the disease (1，37，38). However ， despite 

these high NP levels ， HF is in fact a state of combined deficiency of the active processed form 

ofBNP and resistance to both NPs (9，17，21，39). Hence GC園A-mediated cGMP formation and 

the endocrine as well as cardiac effects ofNPs are markedly blunted ， due to desensitization of 

the receptor (17). The present experimental study indicates that a local ， cardiac imbalance 

between the activities of the NP/GC-A (inhibition) and aldosterone lMR systems (activation) 

can critically contribute to myocyte hypertrophy and secretion of profibrotic factors ， and 

ultimately to the transition to HF. Our experimental observations corroborate current c1inical 

concepts (16) th叫 RAAS inhibition combined with natriuretic peptide system augmentation 

could represent a novel therapeutic concept to combat heart fai1ure. 
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Novelty and Significance 

The antagonistic endocrine actions of the cardiac hormones ANPIBNP and the RAA system 

maintain arterial blood pressure and volume homeostasis. Our experimental study 

demonstrates that independently from this endocrine crosstalk ， cardiac interactions between 

NPs and aldosterone are critically involved in the regulation of myocyte growth and 

contract i1e白nctions ，and the myocyte secretion of profibrotic factors such as CTGP. Patients 

with heart fai1ure have a complex neurohumoral imbalance ， which involves high ANPIBNP 

and aldosterone levels ， but resistance to the endocrine and cardiac effects ofthe former ， which 

favours even more an excessive activation of mineralcorticoid receptors. The present study 

indicates that dysbalanced actions of the NP/GC 聞A(inhibition) and aldosterone lMR systems 

(activation) on cardiomyocytes contributes to the progression of myocyte hypertrophy and 

dysfunction and secretion of profibrotic factors ， and ultimately to the aggravation of heart 

fai1ure. MR blockade combined with na廿iuretic peptide system augmentation could represent 

a novel therapeutic concept to combat this fatal disease. 
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Legends to Figures 

Figure 1. ANP inhibits the aldosterone-stimulated nuclear translocation of the MR in 

HEK 293 cells. GC幽A -expressing HEK 29幻3cells we町re c∞0-舟.

MR and cGK悶1. 百百le m凹1u泌叫clea 訂r-tωO 圃c句ytωos 叩olic比cratio 0ぱfEGFP 占f偲R(加a邸s自u叩or問es回ce叩nc印e i加n凶te叩nsi防町 r削抗副i同O吋) 

wa出sstudied by confocal microscopy_ Aldosterone (500 pmo l/L， 1 h) increased the nuclear 

localization of the EGFP 占低 ANP (10 nmol lL， pretrea 加 ent during 30 min) atienuated this 

effect (*P<0.05 vs aldosterone; n=3 independent experiments; 100 cells were analyzed in 

each experiment). 

Figure 2. Eplerenone prevented adverse left ventricular hypertrophy and lung 

congestion in CM GC・AKO and CM cGKl KO mice with TAC. (A) Ratios of le武

ventricular (L V) weight to tibia length (TL); (B) LV cross sectional myocyte 町e出; and (C) 

wet lung weight / TL from CTR ， CM GC幽AKO and CM cGKI KO mice after TAC or sh創ll-

operation. Mice with TAC received control food or eplerenone starting 2 weeks prior to 

surgery. F or determination of myocyte areas ， P AS stainings and immunohistochemistry with 

an anti-Par トcadherin antibody were combined ， to simultaneously highlight the intercalated 

disks and the cellular membrane (19). Length and width ofmyocytes with a centrally located 

nucleus were measured (right panels in B). n = 6-10 per group; *p < 0.05 vs sham ， tp < 0.05 

vs TAC without eplerenone 仕eatmen t.

Figure 3. Eplerenone prevented cardiac fibrosis induced by TAC in CM GC-A KO and 

CM cGKl KO mice. (A) L V interstitial collagen fractions of CTR ， CM GC-A KO and CM 

cGKI KO mice after sham- or TAC 叩 eration 俳句lerenone); and (B) real time RT・PCRand

immunohistochemical analyses of le白 ven 仕icular CTGF expression. Right panels: 

representative pictures. n =ι10 per group; P < 0.05 *vs sham ，↑vs TAC without eplerenone. 
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Figure 4. Eplerenone prevented left ventricular dilatation and dysfunction in CM GC幽A

KO and CM cGKI KO mice after TAC. L V end 同diastolic area (EDA) ， end 聞systolic 町ea

(ESA) and fractional shortening in percentage (FS %)仕 om CTR ， CM GC-A KO and CM 

cGKl KO mice before and 21圃days after TAC ， measured by echocardiography. Mice received 

eplerenone (black circles) or control food (white circles) starting 2 weeks prior to surgeη 

(n=6 ・10per group); ア<0.05 vs basal values ， before TAC ， tp < 0.05 vs TAC/vehicle. 

Figure 5. Left ventricular expression levels of the Ca2¥ regulating protein ， SERCA2a ， 

and of phosphoηrlated ERK 1/2 in CTR ， CM GC圃AKO and CM cGKI KO mice after 

TAC or sham operation. Top ， Representative Westem blots. Bottom ， Protein levels of 

SERCA2a were normalized to GAPDH; levels ofphosphorylated ERKl l2 were normalized to 

total ERK. Ratios were calculated as x-fold respective sham 聞operated ，vehicle (v) 司 treated

CTR mice. (n = 6・8per group); *p < 0.05 vs sham ， tp < 0.05 vs TAC/vehicle. 

Figure 6. Coimunoprecipitation experiments and FRET reveal the association of GC・A

and a subpopulation of MRs at the membrane of HEK 293 cells. (A) Righ t: 

Coimmunoprecipitation of MR， cGKI and Hsp90 with FLAG-GC-A from membranes of 

co仕組sfected HEK 293 cells. Cytosolic (C) and membrane fractions 仰の as well as 

immunoprecipitates from the membrane 企actions (IP) with anti 聞FLAG antibody were 

separated on SDS-PAGE and blotied with antibodies against GC-A ， cGKI ， MR， and Hsp90. 

FT: f10w through; w: wash step. Representative Westem Blots of three independent 

experiments. Inputs were 1/10 -1/20 ofthe protein used for IP. 百leleft side of the blot shows 

that control IPs with HEK 293 cells without GC岡Aexpression (mock transfection) do not give 

similar reactions. (B) Representative ratiome 仕ic recordings of single cell FRET signals in 

HEK cotransfected with GC-A-CFP and MR・EGFP at baseline and during superfusion of 

ANP ， aldosterone or both. Left: Decrease of FRET between GC圃A-CFP and MR-GFP in 

single HEK 293 cells treated with ANP. Righ t: Likewise ， stimulation with aldosterone leads 
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to a decrease ofFRET (black trace) which is inhibited after pretreatment with ANP for 10 min 

(grey trace). (C) Quantification of agonist-induced decreases in FRET (n = 9・13 cells from 3 

independent experiments ， for each group; *p<0.05 vs aldosterone alone). 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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